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ABSTRACT
In an increasingly digital world, manufacturing enterprises are coping with a complex, dynamic and
competitive environment due to globalization and a rapid development of information and
communication technologies. Enterprises must improve their competitiveness by quickly responding to
the changing market/customer demand, increase product quality and improve service and production
efficiency. Real-time information, dynamic control and management of the manufacturing process
flow are essential for real-time enterprise and business intelligence. This paper provides an overview
a proposed conceptual framework of a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) based production
management system. The system will enhance information visibility in an internal as well as an
external supply chain integration. Thus a more effective and efficient business processes and real-time
information for management support in digital enterprise will be attained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the modern world of increasing globalisation and digitalisation, Croatia, as a small country with a
small economy, cannot isolate itself from the changes in the environment. EU Initiative i2010
promotes an open and competitive digital economy and emphasises Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) as a driver of inclusion and quality of life. Since Croatia is preparing for
membership of EU, goals of Programme e-Croatia 2007 mostly correspond with Initiative i2010 goals.
Particularly, within the current economic and financial crisis, modernising economy and increasing
productivity are crucial to future growth prospects for Croatia. The fast development ICT, such as the
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), is one of the important factors to improve competitive
advantage of enterprises. Because of the need for more effective and efficient production management,
we are proposing a conceptual framework of integration RFID with Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system in digital enterprise.
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2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A real-time information is crucial for effective production management and effective decisions that
responds promptly to a signal or request to satisfy a specific requirement. Production management
should provide environment that sustain product customization and decreases disturbance in
production. Without accurate real-time work-in-process information the current shop floor control and
tracking process can not be efficient [1]. Variation in production affects downstream member of
supply chain (e.g. supply of parts to assembly line) and their planning and scheduling. The status and
related information about each component in production must be monitoring individually through its
internal and external supply chain. Coordination, integration and particularly sharing information in
real-time about resource constraints, plans and schedules with other supply chain members is very
important [2]. The most of Croatian enterprises still use labor-intensive methods (enter data manually
and using bar-code systems) for products-related data acquisition. Due to limitations in data
acquisition and data interchange between shop floor and ERP system, data is often unreilable and
uncomplete and needed production status information are unavailable at the right place and at the right
time to make effective decisions. As a consequences of problems in existing methods of identifying
and tracking parts and products, mislay of parts and products, schedule delay and late deliveries occurs
and costs increase. To solve this production management problem, automated data acquisition is
necessary to enable the required information timely and to everyone whose need them through
integrated enterprise system and supply chain.
3. RFID TECHNOLOGY
Various automated identification technologies (e.g. barcodes, two dimensional barcodes, RFID and
optical character recognition) are available for acquisition data in different areas [3,4,5]. RFID is
automatic identification technology that uses radiowaves to capture and transmit data of any item with
attached tag (chip) and thus automatically identify items that are within given range (Fig. 1). RFID
have advantages compared with others
automatic identification technology: long
reading ranges that enable automatic
identification at varying distances, real-time
read/write capabilities, data storage on the
component, do not require line-of-sight for
reading, enduring in harsh environment
[2,3,6]. The most of available literature
Figure 1. Simplified description of RFID
about RFID technology is focused to
system components
application of RFID technology for
warehouse management and supply chain,
e.g. [7,8]. Our paper is more oriented to production and presents RFID integration with ERP system
for production management purpose in digital enterprise. According to the Croatian Bureau of
Statistics for first quarter of 2009.
there are 4% of all enterprises in
the Republic of Croatia that use
RFID technology (Fig. 2), and that
corresponds to the EU average [9,
10]. According to [11], 41% of
companies are using RFID for
tracking
products
through
manufacturing, assembly or other
processes. Products with tags have
a unique identity and a capability
for storing key manufacturing
information (e.g. material used,
Figure 2. Applications of RFID usage in usage in enterprises,
production status) which enables
first quarter 2009
distributed data storage on the
product, and can interchange data
with environment (transmission information between mobile devices and computer) [3].
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Figure 3. Real-time production status monitoring and update
using RFID Handheld Reader/Writer

The presence of RFID tags on
items (as a parts, products,
case of products, pallet, or
shipping container) enables
effective tracking of items in
the production process. So
RFID technology enables fast
capture
of
the
needed
information and transfers them
to databases as parts flow
through shop floor and also
across whole internal as well
as external supply chain.
Example of RFID usage in
production environment is
shown on Fig. 3.

4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF RFID BASED PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
There is a need to establish conceptual frameworks (Fig. 4) for real-time production management
using RFID technology with ERP system that enables dynamic and real-time control of production.

Figure 4. Conceptual framework for production management: Integration of the
ERP system and RFID in the digital enterprise
Real-time feature of production management is very important for control of deviation in production,
whereas the efficiency of entire supply chain may be adversely influenced by deviation from the
schedule [2]. Our framework is based on a hierarchical model of planning and scheduling that enables
operation in accordance with just in time principle [12]. The main purpose of integration of RFID
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and ERP systems is to use real-time production status directly from production (e.g. ensure accurate
information about inventory levels, about start time and finish time of operation - then system
calculates total real operation duration). That enables constantly adjustment of the production schedule
to any disturbance. Thus, integration of ERP system and RFID technology, and also integration of
ERP with others systems (SCM, CRM, etc.) increases speed of data interchange, and enables data
accuracy, real-time tracking work orders, parts and products through internal, and external supply
chain.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, authors propose a conceptual framework for integration of RFID technology as an
important managerial tool with the ERP system for the digital enterprise. The objective is to enable
real-time status information about material, products, workers and other resources needed for
management decisions, in context of hierarchical planning and scheduling and just in time principles.
The system should enhance the visibility of information and material flows in the internal as well as
external supply chain integration. Thus a more effective and efficient business processes and real-time
information for management support in digital enterprise should be attained. The future work should
include the validation and verification of integration of our framework into an actual enterprise
solution.
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